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Dear Friends,
Thank you for your concern for the defense of Ukraine in this difficult time. We sincerely
welcome your interest in the activities of the Office Of Patriotic Work And Promoting Territorial
Defense of the Society For The Defense Of Ukraine, and look forward to our future cooperation.
During the years 2014-2015, our Office has conducted training of over 5,000 soldiers of the
volunteer battalions, including dozens of exercises at our training sites and Society bases, as well
as at the locations of existing combat units. We have also launched and are successfully
operating a school for training of specialists in the field of drones. We have provided to the
volunteer battalions over 100 pilots who have mastered not only control the drone technology,
but also the foundations of air navigation, metrology and processing of global positioning data.
We closely cooperate with, and continue to prepare fighters for, the volunteer battalions Aydar,
Azov, Ukrainian National Guard and the Armed Forces of Ukraine. Of particular interest, we
have just agreed with the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine and the General Staff for our instructor
groups to have access to all major branches of the Armed Forces. We have monitored all of our
training sessions and have received very positive feedback from both soldiers and officers for the
quality of our training, which differs significantly from the current curriculum.
Our instructors include former members of American Rangers, Israeli Defense Forces and the
French Foreign Legion, of Ukrainian descent. These patriotic foreigners, who truly want to help
defend Ukraine, have provided their services for free. However, given the fact that the conflict
in the border area with Russia has been going on for many months, we are attempting to
compensate their continued efforts with some minimal stipends for their professional services.
At the moment, the conflict in the Eastern regions is heating and increased mobilization is
required, but our financial resources are nearly exhausted. Tens of thousands of Ukrainian
soldiers require quality training to survive at the front and defeat the forces invading Ukraine.
We invite you to join our activities to prepare qualified and effective defenders of their native
land. We would appreciate any of your help, including financial, logistical and organizational,
and we guarantee maximum efficiency of all the resources that we receive. Any assistance is
confidential, but we general describe our efforts publicly on our social website:
http://fb.com/teroborona.
Below are the details for making contributions in U.S. dollars and in local currency. We will be
happy to answer your questions by phone: +380443605928 +380503310528 and as well as email: press@tso.org.ua

For contributions in U.S. Dollars:

S.W.I.F.T. RADLUA2P
Реквізити Товариства сприяння обороні України (ТСО України)
для зарахування коштів в доларах США (USD)
56A: INTERMEDIARY BANK:
DEUTSCHE BANK TRUST COMPANY AMERICAS,
(БАНК-ПОСЕРЕДНИК)
NEW YORK, USA
S.W.I.F.T. BKTRUS33
57A: BENEFICIARY`S BANK:
KHRESCHATYK BANK,
(БАНК ОТРИМУВАЧА)
KYIV, UKRAINE
S.W.I.F.T. KHRCUAUK
59: BENEFICIARY:
(ОТРИМУВАЧ)

/26004001009391
TOVARYSTVO SPRYANNYA OBORONY UKRAINE
KYIV, UKRAINE

70: REMITTANCE INFORMATION:

FFC RADLUA2P

For contributions in local currency:
YEDPROU code: 00014611,
Current Account №26004001009391, PJSC "BANK OF RADICAL" MFO: 319 111,
Payment: Voluntary contributions to the development of the military-media, patriotic, sporting and
technical work.

Sincerely,
CHYZHMAR Yuri Ivanovich

